
Do you prefer to take a course taught by a professor with whom
you have not had classes before or a course taught by a professor
whose class you have taken before?
It is crystal clear that no one can ever deny the significant role of
professors' on students’ life and from my viewpoint these kinds of
questions can have variable answers because it depends on people's
personality and their situations. Some reasons persuade me to put
forward that take taking courses with several professors is a better
option which I will explain with a couple of examples.

At the outset, you can learn diverse subjects in various spheres when
you communicate with different people, so it is obvious that each
professor has a unique way for of teaching, so you can face new ways
which provide more chance to adapt you to new methods and
conditions and it is a pleasant opportunity to become familiar with
numerous perspectives. For instance, if you have young lecturers rather
than older ones, you would be using by new technology to exhibit your
lessons such as using Powerpoint in your class presentation or your
young masters' outlook will be in line with the current state of your
society.

Another noteworthy point is that not each professor cannot be a
specialistspecific inon each field, so it is a given fact that taking a class
with different professors helps students to learn new issues which the
previous professor does may not know. For example, your civil masters
teacher/instructor cannot teach you physical education or dance history
owning to the fact that there is not in their area.

To recap, for students' success we need various professors who are
professional in their spheres. Besides, it can be more challenging for
students, if they are not be familiar with their new lecturers and also
they can communicate with different masters by with diverse
perspectives which can aid pupils to in adapting themselves with to new
strategies, so these conditions can be more beneficial for students'
future.


